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A less hawkish tone by the Fed
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LOOKING BACK
• Markets rally on Yellen comments. In a testimony to the Financial
Services Committee, Yellen signalled that the Fed will continue its
patient approach to raising interest rates, while also sounding a bit
less confident on the economy, corroborated by June’s subdued retail
sales and inflation readings. The USD Index fell 0.9% while global
equities moved up this week with solid gains, as the MSCI EM Index
locked in a 4.4% increase.
• German yields rise on ECB taper expectations. The yield on 10-year
German bunds rose to 0.6% last week on news that ECB President
Draghi will attend US Fed’s symposium in Jackson Hole on August
24-26, elevating expectations that he could send a clearer message
on tapering of the ECB’s bond-buying program. EUR ended with a
weekly gain of 0.6% versus the USD.
• UK real wages hurt by stubborn inflation. Chances of a rate rise
in the UK suffered as BoE Deputy Governor Broadbent said he’s
not ready to vote for higher interest rates, even though he sees
building pressure to do so. Meanwhile, despite a further fall in the UK
unemployment rate to 4.5%, the lowest since 1975, real wages fell
0.7% in the three-month period ended in May as headline inflation
remained stubbornly high at 2.9% year-over-year.
• China’s trade data suggests buoyant global demand. China’s
exports rose 11.3% in June from a year earlier, marking the fourth
straight monthly gain, while China’s imports surged 17.2% from a year
ago. June’s trade data showed continued buoyant foreign demand for
Chinese exports as well as resilient demand from China for overseas
goods, despite the government’s targeted steps to reduce excessive
leverage.
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• Bank of Canada (BoC) raises interest rates. The BoC lifted its
benchmark lending rate for the first time since 2010, reacting to rapid
job growth and buoyant property prices, while highlighting the recent
softness in inflation to be temporary. The Bank stated “recent data
have bolstered the Bank’s confidence in its outlook for above-potential
growth and the absorption of excess capacity in the economy.”
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• Oil rises on rising demand outlook. Brent rose 4.7% last week on
news that growing oil demand could help reduce a global oil glut by
the second half of the year and data also showing US oil rig count rose
for a second successive week, but at a slower pace.
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LOOKING FORWARD

Commodities		

• Eurozone CPI data will be published on Monday while the BoJ meets
to review monetary policy on Wednesday. The UK reports its retail sales
figures on Thursday while Canada reports its CPI data on Friday.
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